
Looks and Feelings of Values

HS “The Problem of Representation”, HS , Philipp Blum, October ,

M.G.F. Martin, What’s in a Look? ( ) – The overall argument
Part One ( – ): To say that this looks red is to say that it has a look (or way of looking) that is similar to
what is characteristic of red things in respect to their look.

Part Two ( - ): The looks of objects are their basic visible properties. These intrinsic properties are the
truthmakers for our “looks”-statements.

Positive consequences:

. The semantics of “looks”-statements may be minimal:

. The ontology presupposed by our competent use of “looks”-statementsmay be parsimonious: “looks”
statements only commit us to “those properties we must ascribe [objects] in order to understand the
truth of statements about them that are warranted through visual grounds” (Martin : ).

. We can explain how “ordinary speakers who have knowledge of the ways things are through ordinary
perceptual capacities of sight thereby are also in a position ot know about those things’ looks as well”
(Martin : ).

One negative consequence is that there is no easy argument for intentionalism from the semantics of
“looks”-statements.: that statements how things look may serve to make a distinction between appearance
and reality is no argument that our perceptual experience has representational content.

General remark: it is amazing how badly copy-edited this paper is. Not only are there many typos, but
a very large number of references is wrong. Sometimes, the text as it stands does not make sense: in the
fourth line of p. , e.g., “individual” should presumably be “duplicate”; in the third line after ( ) on p.
“seem to be no evidential connections” should be “seem to be evidential connections”.

Summary

. Chisholm ( ) and Jackson ( ) are right that there are comparative, epistemic and ‘phenomenal’ uses
of “looks”-statements.

. More basic, however, is the contrast between evidential and non-evidential uses of “looks”-statements. In
its evidential use, a “looks”-statement serves to indicate that one has visual evidence for some proposition.

In its non-evidential use, the statement that a looks F does not modify the proposition “a is F” nor its
assertion but rather specifies a way a looks. In the non-evidential, epistemic sense (as in “It looks as if the
sun is sinking into the sea” or “The sun looks to be sinking into the sea”) the way a looks is specified in
terms of a belief that could be grounded on it.

. In the non-evidential, comparative use, “a looks F”-statements may serve

. This is speculative – I didn’t quite follow the intricate discussion on pp. – .



(a) to get the hearer to get the characteristic of Fs and apply it to a – or rather what is in the conversational
context presupposed to be a characteristic of Fs in some given respect, i.e. in respect to how Fs look;

(a) to get the hearer to add the characteristic to Fs, i.e. to form an opinion about what is characteristic of Fs
in respect to how they look based on how a looks;

(a) to get the hearer to understand that a comparison is to be made between how a looks and Fs looks.

If we analyse, following Higginbotham ( ), “a looks pregnant” as quantifying over a ‘look-state’ of a
(existss(has(a,s)∧ look(s)∧Φ(s))) that has a certain characteristic “somehow specified” by “pregnant”,
the comparative use will specify this characteristic (of the look-state) as being similar, according to a contex-
tually specified metric, to the characteristic the hearer is supposed to get, for the lexical item “pregnant”,
the respect specified by “looks”, given a certain (tacit) contextual restriction. This contextual restriction is
not imposed ‘from the outside’ (i.e. a function of the context of the utterance), but may depend on speakers’
intentions. The characteristic need not be specified explicitly, but may be picked out by description.

. Even though he is right that there is a non-evidential, non-epistemic and non-comparative use of “looks”,
Jackson is wrong about what he takes to be paradigm cases of the ‘phenomenal’ use. Used phenomenally,
“looks” is characterising not the thing that looks a certain way but instead the look the thing has. The
clearest such cases concern other sense modalities: “This wine tastes sweet” and “He smells rank” do not
(or at least not primarily) qualify the wine or the gentleman, but rather the “manner of appearance”. We
find the same structural ambiguity in “The spread looks splendid”, which may mean (i) that the look of
the spread is splendid, or (ii) that the spread has a look that is relevantly similar to the look of splendid
things. Jackson mistakenly reads “This looks red” as forcing upon us reading (i), attributing redness to a
‘pure visible’, i.e. a sense-datum. But reading (ii) is much more natural, and less revisionary.

. The comparative element in “this looks red” should not be understood as tracking the actual extension
of “red”: something may be relevantly similar to the look of red things even if nothing is red. To guarantee
that something that has a look relevantly similar to the look of red things also looks red, as required by
reading (ii), we have to allow that the ‘super-achromatic-color-sorter’ may select a respect of comparison
that is cognitively inaccessible to him. He can do so by using sense (c) above, claiming with “This looks
red” that there is a comparison to be made (though not by him!) between the way this looks and the
way of looking characteristic of red things. We who know how red things look will be able to make that
comparison and thus learn from his use of “This looks red” more than it expresses.

. In the first part, Martin gives the following justification for privileging the comparative sense:

“Since typically one can talk of red looks only in a secondary sense (i.e., that kind of look
that red things have), this suggests that the examples of looks statements that Jackson singles
out as unexceptional cases of the phenomenal use are better understood as employing the
comparative sense.” ( : )

He now applies this to “the stick looks bent”, with a view of applying bentness neither to looks nor to the
stick, but to other things that are similar in look to this one – ascribing to this stick not bentness but to its
look similarity to the characteristic property of bent things with respect to their look. This characteristic
may be being bent, if sense can be made of the idea of bentness being similar to the state of the stick of
looking bent.

. Question: How will this be cashed out if we do not require “worldly knowledge”, but rather just competent use of presupposi-
tions in the conversational context? Suppose, e.g., that it is a shared (but false) stereotype among the participants of the conversation
that pregnant people (male or female) have big breasts and that this is characteristic of “pregnant”. Will not then “a looks pregnant”
come out false?

. This I take to be the upshot of the showroom/storeroom example, but I may be wrong.

. This I take to be the upshot of the discussion of “This really tastes French”.

. That’s my best guess about how to understand pp. – .



. Not all visible properties can be ways objects look. Being a tomato cannot, because it is possible to be
acquainted with looking like a tomato or having the look of tomatoes but not to be acquainted with being a tomato.
But observational properties can be ways objects look. An observational property is a property that is
visually unique, i.e. a property that does not distinguish between visual duplicates that have the overall
look characteristic of the property in question, where an object’s overall look is the look it shares with
its visual duplicates, i.e. the things that have the same visually detectable properties. Because such visual
duplicates are required to exist, the property of being observational is contingent. Because visual duplicates
are required to be non-differentiable in all possible circumstances, non-transitivity of non-differentiability
does not threaten the existence of overall looks.
If F is an observational property, a has it and a (or rather: its look) is characteristic with respect to look for
F , then every visual duplicate of a will also be F and F will be part of their overall look.
If F is an observational property, then everything that looks (overall) F is F . If being cubic is an observational
property, then anything that looks cubic (the hologram) is cubic and anything that is not cubic does not look
cubic (the shape shifter who only seems to look cubic). If F is an observational property, then knowing that
something looks F is knowing that it is F . So F is of the right kind to ‘make up’ the look, i.e. the property
looking F : “…in sorting objects into visual duplicates, and hence by their overall looks, we are sorting them
by ways in which they purely resemble or differ from each other that manifest entirely visually.” (Martin

: )
Observational properties constitute visual resemblance among objects with certain looks – this is why they
qualify for the look-role. To qualify thus, it is not needed that a property is observational (ie. such that
nothing can look to have it without having it).
All that is needed for a property F to play the look role is that it is visually manifest, i.e. such that everything
everything that is F also looks (overall) F . Solidity (or rather: the difference between things that are pure
visibilia and those that are not) is visually manifest: what is solid appears to be solid and what is non-solid
(pure visibilia) does appear to be non-solid. But this leaves open the possibilities that something non-solid
(also) appears to be solid and that something solid (also) appears non-solid.
If looks are ‘made up of ’ properties that are only visually manifest but not observational, then we can
become acquainted with these properties (such as solidity) even if we never encounter anything that has
them, but rather only things that appear to have them (such as holograms).

Comment. Here the shift, if it is one, from “a has a look that is similiar to the look characteristic of
red things” to “a is similar-in-look to those red things that are characteristic-in-look” is important, for if
redness really is (part of) the look of a (which is not red) than it cannot be the look (ie. the redness) that
constitutes the similarity, but rather it must be the similarity (and hence the redness of the things that are
red) that constitutes the look.

. The relevant way of looking that is characteristic of bent things is being bent. The stick that only looks
bent thus has a way to be (i.e. a look) that is relevantly similar to being bent, i.e. to what is characteristic
of bent things, without the stick being bent. But why is it looking bent evidence for its being bent? In what
way is the stick similar (rather than its look) similar to being bent?
One possibility is that the similarity consists only in a similarity between the psychological states of observers
of the stick and bent things, but this fits not well with the intersubjectivity of “looks”-talk, and the difference
in commitment between “the stick looks bent” and “the stick looks bent to me”

. The reference to a perceiver in “the stick looks bent to me” shifts the respect of the comparison from a
comparison between the looks of things (or the stick and bent things, cf. above) to a comparison between
the psychological state I am in when the stick looks bent to me and the psychological states of paradigm or

. Despite of what he says later, it also seems that red cannot, because the achromatic colour sorter is acquainted with looking red,
but not with red.

. Question: Is it significant that Martin now takes a to be characteristic of F in respect of look rather than a’s look (cf. the slide
between the two on p. )?



generic perceivers of Fs. “Looks F to s” is semantically more complex than “looks F” because the latter
does not contain a hidden argument place; “to s” rather functions as an adjunct modifying “F” (or rather
what repsect of comparison it invokes).

. Such introspective reports can also be made with the unadorned “the stick looks bent”, the ‘subjective’
element now attributed not to the relata of the similarity relation but rather to the respect in which the
stick (or its look) is said to be similar to bent things, i.e. as giving rise to similar psychological experiences.

. With respect to the problem of changing appearances, Martin considers basically the same scenario as
Gianfranco did in his comments on Kalderon. He maintains that the assertion made by “the stick looks
bent” when it is half-immersed in water remains true but becomes unassertable when the stick is taken out of the
water, even though “the stick does not look bent” is also true (and assertable). It remains true because the
look of the stick does not change when it is taken out of the water, but becomes unassertable because the
relevant respect of similarity (with respect to which it is true) is not conversationally retrievable.

Distinctions
Let us provisionally distinguish three classes of appearances:

pains pain = the perceived pain; no mind-independence; the thing is just the appearance, ie there is no
thing-in-itself

colours to be red = to appear red; mind-independence, because there are appearances that do not (never
did and never will) appear to anyone relevantly like us; redness is an appearance property in the sense
of being a property only of appearances, things-as-they-appear

shapes being round is two-way independent from appearing round; the appearance only appears round,
but is not round

To speak of “x as it appears” or “x as represented” is ambiguous in at least three ways:

process the processes of appearing and of representing are different – they differ in their direction, and
in what they are grounded in: things appear in virtue of how they are, while subjects represent in
virtue of how they are and these grounds are different in the case of the representation of mind-
independent matters of fact;

event the two processes may still coincide, and thus be the same event: every appearing is then also a
being represented, and every representing also a being appeared to: it is in virtue of such coincidence
that these events make available the same information, and reveal the same aspect of the world;

result the one event that is both adequately described as “x appears to y as F” and “x is represented as
F by y” may still have two different results, and modify its two relata in two different ways: as a
dancing ‘produces’ both a dancer and a dance, an event of representing/appearing produces both
an appearance and a representation.

Compare and Contrast with Emotions

Feeling the Danger

Suppose I am standing in a Roman amphitheatre, about to be eaten by a lion. Looking at the hungry,
angry, ferocious lion before me, I note certain characteristics, of me, the lion and the situation, that induce
me to believe that the lion is dangerous (to me, in this situation) and also to see it as dangerous. In feeling
fear of the lion, the world, and some aspect of it in particular, is presented to me as dangerous. By feeling
the fear, not just as a consequence of it, I am motivated to flee – this marks a contrast to the judgement
that the lion is dangerous. By feeling the fear, not just as a consequence of it, I am in contact with danger



and in a position to acquire the concept of danger – this marks a contrast to the perception of the lion as
dangerous.

Aspect-perception involves a curious doubling, or re-duplication, of content. There is, one the one hand,
the (supposedly) real danger in front of me facing me in the shape of a ferocious lion; this is the danger my
fear is directed towards and intentionally represents. On the other hand, danger is also an aspect of how
the world is given to me: (the feeling of) danger is an aspect of my situation, a feature of how I am when
faced with the lion. Though not much more than a metaphor, representation-as brings out this double
aspect: I represent the dangerous lion as dangerous, and thus correctly.

Success- or, more generally, correctness conditions explain why emotions such as fear represent the
world without being propositional attitudes. Emotions, at least in standard cases, stand ‘between’ percep-
tions and judgements with respect how ‘explicitly’ representational they are and thus afford a model to
understand how something may have a mind-to-world direction of fit without being a description of the
world that is either true or false. Contrary to some, we thus distinguish emotions both from axiological
judgements (“This is dangerous”) and from axiological perceptions (seeing the dog as dangerous).

The attitudinal theory of Deonna and Teroni

Main assumptions: “Emotions are often not directed at propositions, they are episodes, they have a salient
experiential dimension, their phenomenology is best captured in terms of bodily feelings, and it is in virtue
of their phenomenology that emotions relate to evaluative properties.” ... “the emotionally relevant bodily
changes are experienced as distinct stances we adopt towards specific objects.” ... “the subject experiences
her body holistically as taking an attitude towards a certain object...” ... “in emotions, theses sensations
are typically aspects of a whole pattern that constitutes a world-directed attitude.” (Deonna & Teroni :
)

The relation of emotion to action: “emotions are intimately connected with types of action readiness
or, more precisely, felt action readiness. ... involving awareness of one’s body adopting a specific stance
towards an object or being poised to act in given ways in relation to an object, one that sheds light on the
idea that emotions make us apprehend the world in evaluative terms.” (Deonna & Teroni : )
Their specific proposal: “emotions constitute evaluative attitudes [insofar as they are] experiences of our
body as ready or poised to act in various ways towards an object. ... what we feel happens in our body
constitutes in itself an emotional attitude. Emotions are not attitudes we take towards our felt body, but
felt bodily attitudes directed towards the world.” (Deonna & Teroni : )
Key Examples: “Fear of the dog is an experience of the dog as dangerous, precisely because it consists in
feeling the body’s readiness to act so as to diminish the dog’s likely impact on it...” ... “Admiration is an
experience of a given object as admirable, because it consists in feeling the way one’s body opens up to
sustained and expanding exploration of the object, and it is correct if and only if the object is admirable.”
(Deonna & Teroni : )

. I am setting aside here other, non-standard, types of emotional episodes, such as they occur in cases of cinema emotions,
vicarious emotions (such as those, perhaps, involved in empathy), emotional contagion etc.



Appropriateness conditions

Emotions share with perceptual experiences that they may persist even if they are known to be incorrect:
even if I know that my fear of the lion is based on a hallucination, I still feel it, in the same way I still ‘see’
the lines in the Muller-Lyer illusion as of different length even when I have measured them and found out
not to be. They differ from perceptions, however, in that they may be incorrect in two different ways, by
being based on an illusionary or hallucinatory perception (the lion is in a cage or there is no lion at all),
but also by leading us astray about the axiological properties of their direct object, representing a harmless
cat or a robot as dangerous. In this latter case, I not only, as in an illusionary or hallucinatory perceptual
experience, have an inaccurate representation of the lion, but I also have the wrong reaction to it – whereas,
at least in cases of persistent and not self-induced illusions, there is nothing wrong with what I do as a
perceiver when I ‘see’ the stick half-immersed in water as bent (how else should I see it?). In some cases,
moreover, emotions can be perfectly appropriate even in the absence of any direct object, as with Angst or the
fear of a forthcoming exam (which is itself present, not just an anticipation of some future episode of fear).
In such cases at least, whether or not an emotion is appropriate not just as a reaction to the belief but as a
reaction to (axiological aspects of) the world depends on the presence or absence of its formal object: it is
in this sense that the formal object determines the correctness conditions of the emotion.

Like perceptions, emotions provide prima facie and pro tanto reasons for axiological beliefs, whether or
not they are themselves justified by those beliefs being true.The axiological beliefs are intentionally about
the formal object: they represent it as being present even when it is not, e.g. when I inappropriate fear the
harmless house-spider in front of me. Insofar as the belief inherits this directedness from the emotion that
bases it, the emotion itself exhibits such intentionality, or ‘presence-in-absence’ of the formal object.

It is this intentional presence of the formal object that explains why it is irrational to continue to have
‘recalcitrant’ emotions, i.e. emotions known to be inappropriate. It is irrational because the combination
of my knowledge and of my emotional state commit me to taking the world in a way it cannot be. We
have here a sui generis incompatibility of different attitudes, which is not an incompatibility of their contents;
the axiological properties that justify my emotional reaction and to which, as their intentional objects, my
emotions giveme access to are not represented by them, nor by their content. Even though not represented,
such properties aremade available to beliefs.That (J) and (K) depend in the sameway on (I) can thus explain
why (J) justifies (K):
(I) The lion is dangerous.
(J) I fear the lion.
(K) I believe that the lion is dangerous.
Because (J), for its correctness, depends on (I), basing (K) on (J) allows for the transmission of warrant:
the justification I have for (J) may be credited to (K), and may account for my knowledge that the lion is
dangerous. Emotions, in this way, are intentional (directed towards some formal object, even when the
formal object is absent and the emotion inappropriate), about an axiological feature of the world, without
thereby ascribing or predicating of some worldly item that it exemplifies the feature in question.

. I leave open the additional claim that emotions are individuated by their formal objects rather than, e.g., by how they feel or by
how it is to have them.
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